AFC

Finishing Systems

A leader in the finishing
industry for over 40 years.
AFC is your total air management
solution provider, manufacturing
equipment for use with waterborne
and solvent coatings.

Forty years in the
industry is a testimony
to AFC’s success.

A FC

AFC Means Quality

Customer

satisfaction,
service, and
quality.

AFC builds a large variety
of booths. Our booths are
supplied with three basic air
flow patterns:
The Full Downflo: air flows
straight down through the
booth into a pit or basement.
The Side Downflo: air flows
down and then to the sides
near the floor.
The Crossflo: air flows from
end to end of the booth.
We’ve made booths for
motorhome and bus manufacturers, the aerospace industry,
N.A.S.A., and a railroad.

AFC can meet your size
and design requirements for
most any application.
AFC booths are constructed
of 18 gauge galvanized steel
and overlapping/interlocking
flanges which make AFC
booths rugged and reliable.
AFC offers the highest
airflow of any booth on the
market which will give you a
very high quality paint job.
All models are constructed
to standards of OSHA and the
NFPA. Most AFC booths are
ETL listed.

☛ The computer designed
Quadraft is a technological
pacesetter as the only
turbulence-free spray booth
on the market today.

The Quadraft
Spray Booth
The revolutionary Quadraft by
AFC is truly setting the pace
in the industry with amazing
functionality and beautiful
design. It utilizes the latest
technology, computer-aided
design and is the only completely turbulent-free spray
booth in the market.
The Quadraft utilizes four
exhaust fans and a proprietary
basement design that creates
four independent quadrants
and a completely turbulent-free
painting environment. The
booth’s double walls become
the exhaust ducts through
which overspray is removed.
The Quadraft is sold
complete with AFC’s energy
efficient recirculating DFM800R
Air Make-Up System and a fully
automated touch screen control
panel. Strategic placement of
18 color corrective light fixtures
and a bright powder coated
finish provide the perfect
working environment for
any painter!

AFC will custom manufacture
equipment to your exact
specifications.
Kyle Petty

☛ AFC is number one on
the NASCAR Circuit.
All AFC products

The Side Downflo
Spray Booth

The Full Downflo
Spraybooth

The AFC Side Downflo
eliminates the need for a
costly pit or basement and
works well for all applications.
The Side Downflo introduces fresh filtered air evenly
through the ceiling of the
booth utilizing the same intake
disperser plenum used with
our full downflo models. The
air moves smoothly down the
sides of the vehicle and then is
drawn away toward the side
walls near the floor.
AFC offers two unique Side
Downflo models, including
the single wall Custom Aire
Side Downflo and the sleek,
fully loaded, double wall Side
Downflo Xtreme.

AFC offers a complete line
of Downflo spray booths, all
designed with quality and
functionality in mind.
Choose from the double
wall Eurostyle or Thermal
Xtreme models, or select
the single wall Custom Aire
Downflo. No matter which
model you choose, you can
be assured that each is built
to the highest standards and
incorporates the latest
technology available.

are American made and
are readily available.
AFC’s exclusive intake
disperser plenum and unique
six-foot double row exhaust
pit ensure even airflow and a
quality finish. Color corrective
lighting and energy efficient
gas and electrical components
provide you with a spray booth
that will give excellent service
for many years.

800 ■ 331 ■ 7744

AFC
Product Listing
Automotive Spray Booths
Truck/Large Equipment Spray Booths
Industrial Spray Booths
Aircraft Spray Booths
Prep Stations
Paint Mixing Rooms
Air Make-Up Systems
Blast Booths
Powder Coating Booths and Ovens
Finishing Systems
Waterborne Auxiliary Air Systems

www.afc-ca.com
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